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information to be obtained at the Survey IBoards were requested by the settlers of
Office, the public and the Roads Hoards the district-these Roads Boards did not
themselves were almost entirely ignorant always know what roads the settlers
as to what reads were 'under the statute might want-but if the Boards were
and what roads were not under the requested to declare at road a public
statute. The roads that had been road, and they considered the request
brought under the statute could always reasonable, he was sure it would he done
be closed by the process there laid down, 'at once. There could be no doubt of one
and, in eases where they had not been , thing-the bill, if passed, would be a
brought under the statute, he thought it Igreat advantage to owners of property
was well they should not put too much who wished to fence in their lands. It
into the power of people who desired to would not interfere in the least with
fence them,--unless some provision were roads that had been in existence for
made, retaining the use of such roads for twenty years, as the public had acquired
the public, who had been accustomed to a, prescriptive right over such roads.
use them. There might be exceptional
THE: ATTORNEY GENERAL (Ron.
cases, perhaps, where this would be a
V?. Hensman): The public can acquire
source of hardship to occupiers of land, a right over a road in much less time
in such a district for instance as the than twenty years.
Yasse district; but there were many
THtE Hopq. 3. G. LEE STEERE: Under
smnall occupiers who, if they were to live what law?
at all, must have access to a river, and
TH4E ATTORNEY GENERAL (Hon.
if the tracks leading to the river wore to A. P. Hensman): The common law of
be closed in this summary manner, a England.
great deal of hardship and inconvenience
The motion for the second reading of
would be the result. The Crown allowed the bill was then put and carried.
the public free access to its lands, and
this bill would not very much affect
The House adjourned at nine o'clock,
districts where there were still large p.mn.
areas of waste lands ; but it would very
seriously affect. districts where there were
large areas of alienated land, in the
hands of a, few people. He thought it
-A.

would be better to let the law remain as

_______

it stood,-for the present at all events.
THE HON.

-

J. G. LEE STEERE thought

they ought to do everything they possibly
coul'd to encourage fencing in' country
districts, and he understood that was the
main object of this bill. He believed
that in the Eastern Districts the settlers
at present did not derive those advantages which they ought to derive from
fencing, and which the present bill would

enable them to derive. Even if they
hat
gtesof
ptoput
were compelldt ,fle
u pgts
fwa

value -would their paddocks he to them
then? There were a great many valuable sheep and other stock now in the
colony, and, in the event of these gates
being left open, a great deal of injury
might be done. He had some doubt at
first as to the propriety of the bill, but
the more he thought of it, the more he
liked it. He thought there would be no
difficulty whatever in the way of persons
removing stock if this amendment were
made.
He was sure that if Roads

LEGISLATIVE CJOUNC IL,
TVni-dcty, 2SUh Angusil, 1884.
eansidertion of Message (No. z5): Amended isrovosnls
of Mx. Hordern, we Railway from Beverley~ to
Albnny-Adjournmcnt.
--

__

THE SPEAIKER took the Chair at

noon.
PRAYERS.

Ka. HORDERN'S

AMENDED PROPOSALS

RE RAILWAY FROM BEVERLEY
ALBANY

TO

(M1ESSAGE No. 235).

On the order of the day for the consideration of His Excellency's Mes~age,
(No. 25) forwarding further correspond-
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ence with 'Ar. Hordern relative to the' allowed to make them, indiscriminately
construction of the Beverley-Albany rail- within the area, reserved for that purpose,
way,
on any part of the line. As a guaranty
Sina T. COOKBURN-CAMPBELL said that hie will carry the railway through, he
lie had not been aware until just then expressed himse~lf willing to forego the
that the order of the day was for the con- fee simple of one half of these selections
sideration of this question in committee, until the railway was completed, and,
-he thought it might have been possible further, lie was willing to leave in the
to consider it in the House. Han. mein- hands of the Government the £10,000
bers were aware that it was a question in! deposit for three years after the comnwhich he was greatly interested, but heI pletion of the line. These were the
was in this difficulty: not knowing what modifications, the final compromise,
the arguments of hen, members might be which Mr. H1ordern now proposed, and
with regard to His Excellency's message he must say that for his part he thought
and. its enclosures, lie scarcely knew how they were perfectly reasonable, and
to address himself to the subjct; but he such as the House should accept. As he
should like to makesa few remarks before said on a former occasion in addressing
the House went into committee. It ap- the House on this subject, if they'1 caie
peared that Mr. Hordern having had the to the conclusion that this railway ought
resolutions which the House adopted the to be built, and built on the land grant
other day placed before him, bad agreed railway system, lie failed to see why there
to the greater part of them, but had should be any difficulty in arriving at the
taken exception to one or two of the modi- conclusion that these proposals of the
fications made by the select committee contractor, so far ais they were reasonable
and subsequently conifirmed by the House. in themselves, should not be accepted.
In the first place Mr. Hoj-dern objected to He had heard a great deal said as to what
the proposal that the fee simple of the land the contractor had stated hie was willing
on which the railway was to be built should to do sonic time ago, and some stress had
not be vested in the syndicate until the been laid on the fact that what he was
completion of the line, and wished that the willing to do then he was not willing to
fee simple of each 20-mile section, as it was do now. But hon. menibers must recolcompleted, should be vested in the syndi- lect that at the time he expressed his willcate. In the second place i, objected to ingness to undertake the work on the
the compensation which the House terms fir-st proposed-te-ms which were
wished the contractor to pay, both for the very satisfactory, so far as we were conlaud taken for the purposes of the railway cerned--everybody, be believed, spoke of
and for the land taken in payment for its. him as acting in a foolish mnanner, without
construction. Mr. Hordern, it appeared,2 having duly considered whathe was about,
was now willing to pay the leaseholdors that in fact hie was to a certain extent
such compensation as they might be acting in the dark. He made a certain
legally entitled to-that was, hie imagined,i offer, it appeared, while thus acting in the
iii respect of registered iinprovemnits; dark, and the House did not take up that
)uit, for land taken for the purposes of the offer; therefore he (the bon. baronet) did
railway, hie considered that the Govern- not think the House had any right to insist
wient should pay such compensation as that he should be pinned to that offer.
ight become duec. Then, again, with They knew that since that time Mr.
regard to the immigration blocks, Mr. Hoi-dern had been actiiig under advice,
Hordern, it appeared, objected to being good advice ; and, acting upon that adforced to select these blocks opposite the vice, hie now came forward and said hie
sections of the railway in course of con. could not carry out the wvork on the
struction, and he furthecr objected to being terms hie originally thought lie could,
compelled to take~ the laud which the and he offered them now this final comisyndicate would become entitled to, in promise, which to his (the hon. baronet's)
payment for the construction of the line, mind was a perfectly reasonable one. If
opposite the sections in course of con- they considered this railway would be a
struction. In other words, he wished to great boon to the colony -to the southern
be allowed to make his selections, as the parts of the colony in particular-, as he
House agreed last year he should be felt certain it would be-he thought they
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ought to accept this compromise, without Iject;i and looking at the fact that the
any further higgling or ha.gling. If icountry had, so to speak, set its heart on
they wished to win anything they must, this work, and that it would be a very
venture something. But it seemed to unfortunate thing for the colony if it
him some hon. members were disinclined were to fall through, he felt inclined to
to venture anything at all. As he stated give way as regards this concession.
in his opening remarks, he did not yet He would therefore move, That the cornknow what objections might be taken to promise embodied in this paragraph be
these proposals of Mr. Hordern, but it agreed to.
had been his intention to have moved a tMR. MAJRMION said the proposal
resolution to this effect-that the House, referred to was made to keep lback the
having considered the matter, was willing 'laud from the contractor until the work
to accept this final compromise offered was done. It camne on for discussion
by Mr. Hordern, and recommended that before the select committee at a very late
the contract should be drafted accord. hour, and it was suggested at the time
ingly. He was not now able to move in lieu of a forfeiture of the line, as it was
this resolution, 'but he boped some hon. 'considered it might be awkward for the
member would be prepared to do so.
contractor to raise money for the eonThe House then went into committee. struction of the line.
The contractor
Mu. BROWN said, as he thoroughly had met them to this cxtent,-that he
approved of the resolution drafted by should niot have the fee simple of
the bion. member for Plantagenet, and as the whole line-which was the basis of
the hon. baronet himself would be unable' the contract at present-but would be
to move it, he would do so.
content with 20-mile sections. Seeing
THE HoN. J. G. LEE SIJEERE moved, with what interest the project was viewed
That the various paragraphs of Mr. Hor- throughout the colony, and the great
dern's letter (dated 25th Aug., 1884) be desire expressed to see the work comnconsidered seriatim, which was agreed to. menced, he thought the House might feel
disposed-though not at all a minor
Paragraphs 1 and 2 (introductory).
Paragraph 3-Legislature proposing point-to give way.
that fee simple of the lands taken for the
MR. BURT thought they were all
purposes of the railway shall not vest in agreed that this proposal should be asthe contractor until the completion of the sented to; therefore there was no need to
line, Mr. Hordern feels himself unable to talk any more about it. He thought
agree, but expresses his willingness to what the contractor asked for was a
accept a condition to this effect-that as! reasonable thing for him to have asked
each 20-mile section shall be completed, for, and he would suggest that the coiequipped, and in working order, so the; mittec should now go on to the other
land upon which it is constructed shall proposals.
vest in the contractor :
MR. RALN1EIIL would like to say a few
Tn HoN. J. G. LEE STEERE said words, if the hon. member for Murray
there could be no doubt that this was a had no objection, before they proceeded
very different condition from what the ito deal with the other proposals. He was
House agred to thd'other day; but as, inclined to disagree with the hon. member
he looked 'upon this as Mr. Hordemn's for Fremnantle that this was such an imfinal proposal to the Government, and as portant point. He did not think there
he thought it was very desirable they was much difference between this and
should come to some definite conclusion 'their original proposition, and, for his
on the subject, probably the House would own part, he did not look at it as any
do well to accept this comproinisS. He great concession. He had no objection
must say he thought there had been a, to the proposition himself; but for quite
great deal too much wavering and inde. different reasons from those given by
cision with reference to this contract, and 'some hon. members. Whether it was to
no doubt that was one of the reasons why be regarded as a final compromise or not
the contractor and the Government had -as Mr. Hordern's ultimatum-was'a
not come to some definite understanding consideration that would have had no
before now. He thought the time had weight with him, unless lie thought the
arrived for a final decision on the sub- compromise offered was a fair and reason-
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able one. There mightlbe a difference of'
opinion as to the effect which this line
would have upon the colony-he was not
going to express an opinion on that point
at present; but he knew that many
people were of opinion it would be better
not to have our railways constructed on
the land grant system at all, but to construct them ourselves, bit by bit, as we
could afford it.
MR. B3ROWN said there was no very
great difference, from the point of view.
he looked at it, between the recommenda,tions of the Council and these proposals
of Mr. Hordern. The object of the
Council in confining him to the land
opposite each section constructed, he
thought,-at any rate that was his (Mr.
Brown's) object in moving it-was that
the country should have good and full
security that the line would be constructed right through, from one end to the
other. When the Council last year
agreed that he should have the right of
free selection, they had a security that the
line would be carried tbrough,-tbat
security being a forfeiture of the railway
in the event of its not being carried
through. That was a condition which
Mr. Hordern had since objected to, and
upon grounds which the Council considered sufficient grounds. So soon as
the Council gave up that right ofi
forfeiture, they lost what he conceived
was the strongest hold which they had
upon the contractor.
It then became
necessary to substitute sonic other security, and therefore it was that be proposed,
and the House agreed, that the contractor should be limited in the selection,
of his land to the areas opposite each
section as it was constructed. At that
time the conditions wore, that, while the
contractor was thus restricted as to his
selections,he waste receive the feesianpleof
three-fourths of the land selected; but now
that he wished to have the right of free
selection over the whole of the reserved
area, he expressed himself as content to
receive the fee simple of only one-half the
land, so sele~ced, pending the completion
of the whole line, leaving the other half in
the hands of the Government as security
for the due performance of his contract.
He (Mr. Brown) thought that with this
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THE COLONIAL SECRETARY (Hon.
M. Fraser) said the question now seemed
to resolve itself into this-were we to
have this railway or not? Some hon.
members might think it was reckless on
the part of the House and reckless on
the part of the Government to accept any
such compromises as were embodied iii
these proposals. Of course they involved
a very considerable departure from the
original prop~osals of the contractor ; but
it was no use arguing now as to what
may have been or what may not have
been ; it now came to a question how far
they were prepared to 'meet the contractor in these final proposals.
For
himself, he should be disposed to meet
him liberally.
He wanted to see
this line made, and he thought they
ought to be prepared to give all reasonable concessions to attain that end. It
app)eared to him that as regards the
modification now before the committee,
they were going little or nothing beyond
the terms of the draft contract originally
prepared by the Crown Agents, on the
lines 'Lid down by the House last year.
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL (Hon.
A. P. Herisman) said he could not himself agree with some hon. members that
this was not an important matter. It
appeared to him it was a very important
matter. He desired to say just one word
upon what had been said by the lion.
member for Plantagenet, when he moved
the House into committee, namely, that
the contractor (as he understood the hen.
baronet) was to a certain extent in the
dark when he made his original proposals
to the Council, and that since then he had
taken further and better advice, and that
he now saw the true state of things better
than he had done. He must say that
was an argument 4 hat had not much
weight with him. He thought, in a case
of this kind, they must assume that a
gentleman who came forward with such
large proposals as those now before the
House had previously ascertained the
facts 4pon which he based his proposals.
It might be that if he was in some respects in the dark that Council also may
have been in some respects in the dark,
and that both parties now understood
better what they were about. Nor could
security, in addition to the X10,000 de- he assent to the hon. baronet's suggesposit, thecountrywould have ample securi- tion that it was not desirable we should
ty for the work being carried through. higgle any further about a matter of this
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kind. He did not know that there ever 'all very well to say that certain penalties
was a matter before the colon of greater were provided for, and that there would
importance-unless possibly'it was the be a deposit of £10,000 to fall back upon;i
change in its constitution, fourteen but that would not go very far, and who
years ago; for it was a matter that, were they then to look to? The land
if it turned out well, would be of the would be absolutely gone, and the colony
utmost advantage to the colony. And would find itself with two bits of a line,
it should be also borne in mind that if which might be very expensive to work,
it turned out ill, if it should happen to which it might be im])racticable to work,
collapse at any time, it would have a vested in somebody else. Looking at it
mnost injurious effect upon the interests in this light, the select committee fonnuof the colony. He thought, if they lated certain conditions, to the effect that
balanced the good and evil which might the land as the line was constructed
result from its turning out well or turn- should belong to the contractor, but that
it were to turn out it should not be absohlely vested in him
Mingbdyoutit badly,-if
would be a matter that would until the whole line was completed. If
affect the colony almost if not quite as that limitation was going to be struck
much as if it turned out well. The point out, it seemed to him they would be debefore the House at this moment was parting very materially, on a vital part of
the consideration of whether the fee the contract, from the suggestion of the
simple of the land upon which the line is committee. It was suggested that the
to be built, and of the land given away contractor had now, so to speak, put his
for the line, should be vested in the con- foot down, and said " Eithaer accept what
tractor. Originally, as the contract was I now propose, or don't; this is my ultidrafted by the Crown Agents, the whole inatum." Of course it was inconvenient
of the land wats absolutely vested in the to have to discuss a contract in this
contractor-a condition based upon the public way, but, if hie had anything to do
recommendations of that House-subject with a contract, and a person told him
to forfeiture of the line in case of its not he could not do this or accept that, lie
being worked continuously, in which case should not necessarily take it as final.
it was to have reverted to the Govern- They knew people frequently did dlepar-t
ment and become vested in the Govern- from the terms they had laid down. Hie
ment absolutely. The effect of that himself was not at all prepared to admnit
would have been this-it would have from what he had heard-and he knew
ensured the work not being taken up by of nothing behind, except what he heard
any person or company who were not in that House-that this was to be the
determined to risk their all in carrying contractor's ultimatum. What he should
out the contract to its final completion. wish to suggest was this: the terms now
This was met by the contractor's sug- proposed involved a. very important degestion that the whole line should he par-ture from what the select committee
absolutely the property of the contractor, had recommended, and from what the
leaving out altogether the right of for- House had affirmed: it did not provide
feiture, and he asked that the laud as he for what he thought should be the
took it up should belong to him or those very essence of the contract, namely,
who joined with him in the enterprise, that the line shall be completed right
The result would be tbis: if a portion of through. The whole of these concessions
the line were built at both ends and car- made to the syndicate were made on the
that the line is to be
tied a certain distance,--no matter what
might afterwards happen, no matter 'completed from end to end. They were
whether the company collapsed, no mat- giving away all this land withi that
ter what might be the state of the case, idea.. This was the cardinal feature
there was the line at both ends the ab- of the whole agreement, and unless they
solute property of the contractor, with had some assurance that the line will be
the right at once to sell or mortgage it, Icompleted
they were giving the conor to deal with it in any way. Then tractor a differ-ent price altogether from
they would get other interests coming what they would have given him for
in, and what would be the result, if the a line constructed a bit here and a
matter stood simply in that way? It was 'bit there. He was not at all pre-
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pared to accept the suggestion that this
was an unimportant matter. He
thought the committee, having given
this point their moat careful consideraion,
should. be prepared to stand to their report. That was his view. The hon.
baronet told them be had a strong
interest in this matter. He could not
say that he felt the same nature or class
of interest as the hon. baronet might feel
in the matter, but at all events his interest was to advise to the best of his
ability. It was not for him to say
whether his suggestions sho uld be in any
way acted upon: at all events he felt
bound in an important matter of this
kind-and it was an important matterto offer them for the consideration of the
House, and he must say he did not believe in at once assenting to these proposals.
MR.. S. H. PARKER said thie only
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and attention to the subject, and that
they maight be assumed to have arrived
at a reasonable conclusion in the matter,
with the information then before them.
But he did not think they were at all
bound by the report of the select cornmittee, a committee that was now
defunct, and he thought the House
would be wanting in courtesy to the
Govrnor if it were to say to His Excellency, "1We cannot consider Your Excellency's message, for we cannot now
depart from the report of our select cowninittee." They were t~ld that if we gave
way on this point we should have no
security for the completion of the line.
It appeared to him we should. The
contractor, in view of this concession
being made to him, expressed his willingness to be content with the fee simple of
only one-hialf of the land-instead of twoof it, which the Rouse had agreed

1thirds

question nowv before them was, whether to give him,-until the whole line was
these proposals were reasonable.
If completed. Surely that was one strong
there was anything unreasonable about 'inducement. And he had every other
them, if we thought we could get the inducement to complete it. The first
work done by any, other contractor upon hialf would only give him 120,000 acres,
hotter terms for the colony, if we were Ibut
if ho completed the whole line he
satisfied on these points, his advice would get 360,000 acres for the last half.
would be,-do not let us concede any It must be remembered that this line
more. On the other hand, if we were of iwas a long line, and, with rolling stock,
opinion there was no probability of hay- would cost (roughly speaking) a. million

iug the work constructed unless we did'of mnoney. Was it at all unreasonable to
concede what the contractor asked, and expect that the contractor enigaged iii the
if we were of opinion that these con- r'eonstr-uction of a,work of this magnitude
cessions were reasonable and fair, he would not want to borrow money on this
thought it was our duty to grant them.
The Attorney General tod them it would
be most disastrous for the colony if the
work were commenced and afterwards
collapsed.
He quite agreed with the
hon. and learned gentleman.
But ho
thought it would be still more disastrous
for the colony if that House were now to
say, " a select committee having reported
on this subject in a certain way-although these concessions are fair and
reasonable-we shall stick to that select
committee's report and not depart from
it one iota," and the work were thus lost
to us altogether-if we did that it would
be still more disastrous. In dealing with
this question now, it appeared to him
they were dealing with it, so to speak, de
nova; he did not think they were at all
bound by the report of the select comnmittee, except so far that they knew the
committee had devoted considerable time

land ?
Was it reasonable to suppose
that the syndicate would have a million
of money to spend right away on this
'undertaking, antd would not have to go to
a Bank and say, " We have now done so
much, there is the line anid there is the
land, will you advance us the money to
proceed with it? " Was not that the
usual way in which contractors went to
work, when engaged in large undertakings of this characterP Even in England, as well as elsewhere, when railways
'were constructed, were they not conby the issuing of debentures?
Why should we tie down the contractor
here to complete the whole work before
we gave him his, land ?' No contractor
'in the world would undertake a work of
this magnitude if he was to be precluded
from taking the land as he went on, and
offering it as security for money which
he might require to borrow as the work
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progressed.
If these proposals would
not bear the light of discussion, they
ought' not to discuss them, but to his
mind they were fair and reasonable proposals'
THE COMMISSIONER OF CROWN
LANDS (Hon. J. Forrest) said the
arguments of the hon. member for Perth
might be very good arguments if we
were only giving tbe contractor the line
of railway itself, and nothing else. But
it must be borne in mind that we bad
also offered to give 240,000 acres of land
for every section he constructed. Therefore he would not only have his railway
to depend upon for raising mioney, but
also the land, which would be a more
valuable part of the concession than the
line, for purposes of financing. But he
wvas under the impression all along that
we were dealing with a very powerful
and wealthy syndicate. Mr. Hordern
himself, when he first appeared on the
scene, represented himself as being a
member of a powerful syndicate, that was
prepared to do certain things for us, but
now a new feature had enteed. into the
discussion,-the question of mortgaging
the railway and the land, in order to
enable the contractor to finish the work,
had been prominently brought forward.
In other words they nowv found that
instead of having a powerful syndicate to
deal with, they were dealing with a
syndicate that was prepared to undertake
and carry out a portion of the work, and
then go into the money market or to the
Banks to mortgage the work done, in
order to enable them to complete the
undertaking. That was a new feature
altogether. It had always appeared to
him that the one feature of this scheme
which commended it to the House and
to the country -waa the idea that it
would connect the capital of the colony
and our Eastern Districts with the port
of Albany. It was not that a portion
should be built from Albany northward
and another portion from Beverley
southward. The reason the country was
desirous to see the line commenced at
Beverley was, that, in the event of the
syndicate failing to carry out its undertaking to completion, we should at any
rate have what would be a feeder to our
present lines, and not a line running
some 50 or 60 miles out of Albany and
then stopping-a, Line unconnected with
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our present railway system in any way,
and a line which in the present circumstances of the colony we would never
think of undertaking. In all large
contracts such at this, he thought there
ought to be some guaranty that the
contractors would complete the work,
and he thought we should be very careful
to provide such safeguards in the contract as will prevent our being left with
a ' white elephant' on our hands, and a
work which would for ever remain a
monument of our own folly. We must
remember that we were about to lock tip
12,000,000 acres of our territory, and not
for a day but for the next seven years,
and that whilst so locked up it would
not bring a penny to the revenue. Hon.
members seemed to lay too much stress
upon the question, whether we shall have
this railway or not. For his own part
he hoped we would have it, but only
upon such terms as would be advantageous to the colony, and not upon any
terms which the contractor may choose to
dictate. He did not think we were in
that position at all. The hon. member
for Perth said we ought to grant these
concessions if we considered they were
fair and reasonable in themselves. If he
had to answer that question he should be
inclined to say they were not fair and
reasonable. Having abandoned the forfeiture clause, he thought we were bound
to protect ourselves in some other wa,
and he considered the compromise
arrived at by the select committee was
as liberal as we could reasonably be
expected to make. Many members of
the select committee thought we would
not be sufficiently protecting ourselves
even then, and he was one of the members who thought so; still he was willing
to give way to this extent, that if the
contractor was prepared to wait until the
completion of the whole line before he
got the fee simple of his land, that would
be some guaranty that the work would
be completed. He did not look upon
this syndicate as some hon. members
seemed to look upon it. He did not
think that Mr. Hordern when he got
this contract would have to go hawking
it about, endeavoring to finance it, so as
to enable him to carry it through. He
preferred to take Mr. Hordern's own
words, that he represented a, powerful
syndicate, who were quite prepared to
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carry out the work. That being the
case, lie failed to see that it could be any
great disadvantage to such a syndicate,
or to Mir. Hordern, if he was acting in a
bondl fide manner, as hoped he was,-it
would be no great hardship that he
should have to wait until the completion
of his contract before lie got the fee
simple of these lands. He would have
240,000 acres for every section be built,.
to finance with, if he wanted to finance;
and, if his syndicate was as powerful as1
he represented it to be, he thought he'
ought to have accepted the terms offered
to him.
MR. CROWTHER said the bon. gen.
ticinan who had last spoken reminded
him of the boy over the border, who
wanted to bold all the marbles and have
the first shot every game. The hon.
gentleman would have the colony protected in every possible way, and risk
nothing, while, on the other hand, he
would have the contractor tied up, band
and foot, and not able to fire a single
shot. As to locking up 12,000,000 acres
of land for the next seven years, all he
could say wvas if this 12,000,000 acresdi
nbt bring us in more dluring the next
seven years than they had brought us in
during the past seven years, he did not'
think the country would lose very much
by it.
THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-,
WAYS (Mr. C. T. Mason) said he must.
express his regret at not being able to'
agree with his hon. friend the Commissioner of Crown Lands in this matter.
He thought his hon. friend had taken
rather too narrow a view of it, instead of
a "broad and comprehensive " view.
The question to his mind resolved itself
into this: Mr. Hordern came before
them with certain proposals, and it was
said, "Hew do we know they are bowlt
fide proposals, or that he has the money
to carry the work through?"
He
thought no man of common sense-and
he thought they would give Mr. Hordern
credit for a good deal of common sensewould put £10,000 in the hands of the
Government, not for a short time, but
until the whole line is completed, and
also leave himself at the mercy of the
Government as to the fee simple of onehalf of all the land he was entitled to;
hie said no luau in his senses would do
this unless lie fully intended to carr out_
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his contract. Yet they were asked what
guarantee bad we that this contract
would be fulfilled ?
What guarantee
had anyone who entered into a contract
that it would be fulfilled? There must
be some mutual trust and confidence in
these matters. What security had the
Government that its other railway contracts would have been carried to completion ? So long as every reasonable
precaution was exercised, he thought we
ought to be satisfied. It would be impossilble, in a, scheme of this magnitude,
to so tie down the contractor that there
shiall not possibly be any hitch whatever
in the progress of the work from beginning to end. He thought, if the House
insisted upon the conditions now laid
down, and wbich Mr. Hordern himself
was willing to accept, the House would
have done its duty well,-as well to the
contractor as to the country. Hle could
not bell) thinking that if we did not
agree to these proposals the chances were
we should not have this railway at all.
He would say to hon. members, in the
words of Charles Reade, " Put yourself
in his place." Let them put themselves
in Air. Hordern's place in this matter,
and ask themselves whether they would
be prepared to undertake this great work
on conditions more liberal than those
offered by Mr. Hordern.
Mn. MARMION said the object in
view, in accepting this principle in the
construction of the colony's railways,
was to obviate the expenditure of money
which it was considered inconvenient for
the colony itself to raise. Were it convenient for the colony to raise this money
by loan, he thought the country at large
would prefer to borrow than to adopt
this principle. That being conceded, they
were now going to put the work in the
hands of a, contractor, who undertook to
build the line for us, receiving payment
in land.
The contract was to build a,
line from Beverley to Albany, and not
between different sections along the Hune;
and, after they agreed to the terms of the
contractor, the question caine, -what
guarantee have we that the line will be
constructed from end to end?~ It was
ridiculous talking about the £10,000
deposit-that was a mere drop in the
ocean. Should the speculation turn out
a, g'.
ml thing, the contractor might make
more than that out of the laud granted
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to him in respect of one section of the
line. So far as the arguments had gone,!
he thought the Attorney General and the
Commissioner of Crown lands had far*
the best of it, for their arguments could
not be gainsaid,that in a Large contract
of this kind the colony ought to have a*
material guarantee that it would be cornpleted as agreed upon. His idea of such
a guarantee had been the forfeiture
clause, but he gave way as to that,
because of the general anxiety to have
the line commenced, and the contractor
having told them plainly that he could
not undertake the work if the forfeiture
clause were insisted upon. As the next
best thing, it was agreed that the fee
simple of the land in respect of the
whole ile should not be handed over to
the contractor until the whole line had
been completed. He was still of opinion
that they ought to have adhered to that;
but he gave way, and we were placing
ourselves in this position: if the contract
should not be carried out in its entirety,
the result might be that we should have
short lines at either end, of little or no
use to the colony, and have to buy the
railway at such a price as would be simply
ruinous. This was the weak point in the
whole transaction, and one to which be
had given much consideration, to see
how to get out of it. It seemed to him
that if Mr. Hordern was sincere in the
nmtter of this ultimatum of his, there
were certain points upon which the House
must give way, or be prepared to lose
the line altogether.
MR. BROWN said he liked the bon.
member for Fremantle's modesty. The
bon. member referred to the question of
the colony raising a loan, of say a
million, for this particular work as
"inconvenient."
Was that the way to
put itP Did we not know for a fact that
the colony, uinder its present constitution,
with its present revenue, and with its
30,000 people, absolutely and positively
could not possibly raise the money to
construct the whole of this lineP He did
not think " inconvenient " was the term
to use-:-" impossible'" was the word. [The
COLONA SECRETARY: No, no.] When
the matter first came before the House
everybody thought what a fine thing
it was, and what a step it would prove in
advancing the colony, if we could get
any syndicate to undertake the work'
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on the land grant principle, this being a
work which everybody admitted was
quite beyond our present means to attempt. And was this the only work
which the colony required?~ The hon.
member for Fremntle would tell them
that they required harbor works; and
he would tell the lion, member this,-had
it not been for the prospect which this
railway beld out in developing and pushing the colony ahead, the hon. member
would have received nothing like the
support he had received towards his harbor works. He thought they were two
undertakings that ought to go together:
and if this railway scheme were to fall
through ho should not be at all disposed
to pledge the revenues of the colony to
the construction of harbor works at Fremantle, to cost a quarter or half a million
of money. The Commissioner of Crown
Lands, when speaking on the Subject,
stated something which he (Mr. Brown)
thought was deserving of notice. [Thme
ComssroNnn or CRoWN LANDS: Hear,
hear.) He alluded to the hon. gentleman's remarks as to locking up this
land. The hon. gentleman said that if
we entered upon the construction of this
line we should be locking up 12,000,000
acres of land, for seven years, and that
during that time the colony would not
receive one penny out of this land. Was
that a fact?
THE COMMISSIONER OF CROWN
LANDS (Hon. J. Forrest): Not a penny
did I sayP
AIR. BROWN: Not one penny. Why
the colony would be receiving during the
whole of that time nearly every penny it
had been receiving in the past from these
lands, or that it was likely to receive in
the next seven years, if this railway
should not be constructed.
THE COMMISSIONER OF CROWN
LANDS (Hon. J. Forrest): In sales?
MR. BROWN: No, not in sales.
What sales were there likely to be, what
sales had there been of late yeaws, of any
land along the route of this proposed
line? And if this railway should not be
built, the land would remain as it had
remained for almost a generation past.
The hon. gentleman knew the Government could not sell it tomorrow at Is. an

acre.

[Mr.

FORREST:

Nonsense.]

All

that would be taken fromt us would be
120,000 acres for each 20-mile section of
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railway constructed. A few hundreds a business point of view, saw that a, diffiyear was all that this colony would lose, culty, and a very serious difficulty, was
and were they going to forfeit this mag- likely to arise if the whole of the fee
nificent work for the mere patty loss of simple of the land were to be withhold
a few hundreds a year? The land we from him until the completion of the
were offering the contractor was land we entire line, and he now proposed that for
were not in a, position to utilise ourselves, every 20-mile section which he completed
and the terms we offered the contractor he should get the fee simple of so much
wore snob as would enable us to utilise land as was due to him in respect of that
it, and utilise it in the immediate future, 20-mile section. For his own part, he
instead of waiting until it was 11con- should have very much liked to have
venient" for Western Australia to ex- seen the forfeiture clause retained ; but
pend a million of money in order to this they had all given up in despair, as
utilise it.
an unworkable clause. If the GovernMa. MARMTOI4 said, as to its being ment withheld the fee simple of time land,
"convenient " or " inconvenient " for the
such as the contractor became encolony to borrow the money for this except
titled to upon the completion of a
work, he would remind the bon, member section, and merely granted the fee
that events marched quickly now-a-days. simple in respect of the land due for
Did the hon. member think, four or five work actually done and approved, he
years ago, the colony would hove been thought that, with the other conditions
in a position to go into the money market provided for, thle Government would be
to borrow half a million ?
safe. What would be the position of
AIn. BROWN:- Never dreamt of it, the contractor after he had completed
under the present Constitution.
more sections? He would be in
Mn. MIARMION said no one else ontis or
position: hie would have deposited
dreamt of it; yet the thing was about £10,000 with the Government, to be forto happen. The contractor would have feited in the event of the line not being
seven years to construct this line, and completed as agreed upon, anud he would
before that time, the colony might be in only have had one-hall of the land he
a position to build the railway itself, was entitled to. And what would be
section by section, and derive many the position of the Government, in the
advantages from the work, which, instead event of the contractor stopping after
of going to the contractor, would go to building two or three sections? They
the colony. He felt himself that, in would haveo paid-not in money, but in
agreeing to those proposals, they were land-120,000 acres for each section
making terms which he7 sometimes completed; and if the contractor did not
thought he ought not to -be a party to, work the line, it was provided that the
simply in order to meet the wishes of Government should have the right to
the~ contractor and to gratify the desire work it, and the contractor would be
of the public to see the work taken in under a penalty of £100 a day. Under
band.
these circumstances, he thought the
Mn. LOTON said be would like to in- House might very well agree to the provite the attention of the committee to posal now before the committee.
the particular paragraph under discusMn. SHENTON said the hon. member
sion,-or which ought to be under dis- who had last spoken took exactly the
cussion. He supposed he was right same view of the matter as he did. He
in assuming that the Legislative Council, thought this daily fine of £100 would
when it first undertook to legislate on meet the difficulty. He knew the conthis question, had in view the con- tractor would have found great difficulty
struction of the line under certain con- in forming a syndicate, or at any rate in
ditions. Certain proposals were put getting it to enter into any contract, if
forward by the select committee, among the forfeiture clause had been insisted
which it was decided that the land upon. No matter' how wealthy a syndishould remain vested in the Government, cate might be, it did not always' suit
subject to certan conditions as to the them to launch out the whole of their
completion of thle work. The contractor capital upon a work of this kind, and he
now, on looking at the matter from a thought it was only fair to all parties
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that, as the line went on, the contractor' we are treating with this syndicate. In
should be able to realise on some portion doing so, I 'submit that our first object
of the land he was entitled to.
should be to ensure that we get the thing
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL (Hon. Lwe have entered into this bargain for;
A. P. Hensman) : I make no apology and I think by adhering to the clause the
whatever for addressing the committee committee were doing so. I am sorry if
again, for two or three minutes, for I I I am taking an irrational view, but it
am certain the House is of opinion that iseems to me to be the only rational view
this is so important a matter that it we can take. ' We will pay you as you
should not be passed over hastily, but
along, but we will not give you the
should receive every consideration we fee simple of the land until we have the
can give it. I do not agree that the! line completed.'
It is said we would
question before the House is whether have a daily penalty of £100 to fall back
we want this line at aDl,-I do not, upon, and that we could pay ourselves
agree that that is in the least the this out of the £210,000 deposit. Well,
question; we are all in accord as to that, that would last one hundred days and
and -we are not discussing that at all. no'more, and where would you then go
Nor do I think the question has any- for your penfalty? Will it be toMr. Horthing to do with Responsible Govern- dewn-I don't know; or it will be some
ment, or a change in the Constitution, or Iother company, or some other syndicate?
any other " burning question " or excit- At all events, it seems to me that
ing question. What we have to deal £10,000 is not a sufficient guarantee for
with is the question of a dry, legal con. the efficient carrying out of this great
tract, and the only way to look upon it is work, to completion. Hon. members say,
calmly, as simply a question of law and of " We want the line and we must have the
p)olicy. It has been suggested that there line, and if we do not agree we shall lose
is a division of opinion among the mem. it." If this is such a good speculation,
bers sitting on this bench; but we are are there no other people who might be
not here bound hand and foot to any induced to treat with us? Is Mr. Horview whatever. We are here to en- dern the only person who will embark
deavor to assist the Council, as members upon a paying speculation of this kindP
of the Government, each having his own And, if it is not going to be a paying
views upon the subject, and having his speculation, I presume it will not be
own independent suggestions to offer, undertaken. But if it is likely to prove
It has been suggested that this proposal, a paying thing are there not others
is as stringent as the forfeiture clause; ;bcsides Mr. Hordern who would underbut I must draw the attention of the 'take it on reasonable terms? It is
committee to a very important distinction suggested that it would be impossible
between this said the original draft con- for the colony itself to construct such
tract. The whole railway was to have a railway. It may be practically inbeen the absolute property of the con- possible, within the next seven years,
tractor, subject to the due and efficient to have it constructed with borrowed
working of the line; and in case of his capital; but is it absolutely necessary it
ceasing to continuously work it, the rail- should be completed within seven years?
way would have reverted to the Govern- It is very desirable no doubt; but is it
mient. So that, according to the Crown not on the whole safer and better to proAgents' draft contract, if the line fifty ceed, if we can, carefully and surely, with.
years hence was not worked, it would out any risk of collapsing and bringing
I am as
have been forfeited. It was a continuous discredit upon the colony?
forfeiture clause; but this is only a pro- anxious as any other hon. member that
visional forfeiture. We simply say to the colony should get this railway, if
the contractor, "Until you build the line possible; but I must say that I think we
you shall not have the land, but when ought to guard ourselves; we ought to
you do build it you may have it." We deal with the contractor in a businessdo not want bits of lines constructed ; we like spirit, and provide every guarantee
are able ourselves to construct short we can possibly do that the contract will
sections, and what we want is a complete be carried out. It seems to mec that this
line, and it is upon that basis alone that is one of the most important points in
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the whole matter, that we should insist
that the whole line and not a portion of
the line shall be completed].
I do not
support the original clause because it
was the decision arrived at by the cpommittee-we are here dealing, with this
question, as independent members; and
I desire, whatever may become of the committee's proposal-and I see that a
majority are against it-but, whatever
the result, I do desire to p~rotest against
this departure from the committee's
views, which I consider reasonable views,
and views which I for one wish to take
my stand upon.
The question was then put-That the
compromise embodied in the 3rd paragraph of Mr. Hordern's letter be agreed
to; and, a division being called for, the
numbers wereAyes
..
.... 18
Noes ..
Majority for
AYE.
11r.
o. M Frn.or
Mr. Drawon
Mr. Burt
Mr. cDw,er
Mir. Gltrde
Mr. Great
Mr. Highaili
Wr.Loto.
M~r.Narmnion,
Mr. Map.ln
3ir. S_ S. Parker
Mr. S. H. Pnrker
Mr. Randall
Dir. Slienton
Dir. Vann,
Hon. J. G. Lee Steer.)

..15
Bass.
Hausmn
muon.A..I.
Er
anesley
ofl. J. Forrest(Ta)

The compromise was therefore agreed
to.
Paragraph 4.-" As to Compensation
Clauses:'
"1In the clauses -5 and 55 of the
"amended contract, it is provided that
"the Government shall pay all compen"sation monies payable in respect of the
"lands taken for the railway and to be
"granted to the contractor under clause
"49. The Legislature are of opinion
"that the contractor ought to pay this
"compensation. I still think the Gov"erment ought to pay ; but, as a com"promise, I am ready to agree to a
"condition that the contractor shall pay
"the lessees the same compensation to
"which they may be legall 'y entitled, if
" the Government undertake to pay corn.
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":pensation for the lands taken under
"clauses 3 and 4: "
THE HoN. J. G. LEE STEERE moved,
"That the compromise embodied in this
"paragraph of Mr. Hordern's letter be
"agreed to, with the exception that, in
"passing through any towusite, no
"greater width than one chain shall be
"taken by the contractor for the pur"poses of the railway, and, through free"hold country, land no greater width
"than one and a-half chains." He was
informed by the Commissioner of RailIways that in going through townsites a
clear chain width was ample; and he
thought some limit ought to be put ul)on
the quantityv of land taken, seeing that it
was the Government and not the contractor who would have to pay compensation, if this compromise should be agreed
to.
THE COMMISSIONER 01F CROWN
LANDS (Hon. 3. Forrest) said he was
at a loss to understand why the Government should be called upon to pay coimlpensation. The Government was quite
willing to exercise its powers to resume
the laud, under the deeds of Crown grant,
but it appeared to him that all compensation in respect of land required by the
contractor for the railway should be paid
by the contractor himself. He did not
su ppose the amount of compensation
would amount to a great deal, except
perhaps in going through the town of
Al By; but, whatever it might be, he
thought the contractor ought to be called
upon to pay it. Our main object in
giving this work to) a contractor was to
avoid expense to the country, and he
thought himself that the compromise
here proposed was an unreasonable one.
MR. OROWTHER thought it was a
very fair compromise indeed, that the
Government and the contractor should
share the expense.
MR. MARMON said the construction
of the first few miles from the starting
point at Albany must result in the
resumption of some very valuable land
for the purposes of this railway, with its
wharf, and station, and workshops; and
of course the very fact of a, railway going
through it would enhance the value of
the land and correspondingly increase
the compensation money.
He would
suggest that the Government and the
contractor should meet each other half-
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way-that the Government and the jmittee. The select committee had resyndicate should mutually agree to pay Icommended that the clause in the Crown
one-half, each, of the amount required Agents' draft contract, as regards cornThe syndicate on
should be adhered to, namely,
for compensation.
their part would then take care that no that any compensation payable in respect
more land should be taken uip than was of the lands entered upon and taken by the
absolutely required, and the Government contractor should be paid by the contracon their part would take care that a tor, and that the amount of such con,little compensation should be paid as pensation should 1)0 assessed by the
possible.
Commissioner of Railways.
The con.
THE COLONIAL SECRETARY (Hon. tractor, however, in his draft contract,
M. Fraser) said the compromise here sug- proposed that any compensation payable
gested was a direct departure from the in respect of the lands taken for the purprinciple laid down and followed from pose of the railway Should be paid by
This the committee
the outset, namely, that, so far as this the Government.
colony was concerned, the whole of this had refused to agree to, anti a cornwork should be paid for in land; and he promise was now offered. He did not
could not depart from that principle. see how it would be a departure from any
With regard to the other compromises principle, as the Council had never yet
p)roposed, they involved no principle, and laid down any principle on the subject.
he looked upon them as simply a question They were possibly now nearer coming to
of making the best bar-gain we could some definite arrangement with the contractor than they had ever been, and he
with the contractor,
MR. VENN Said he would say no should be sorry if at this stage there
more than that he cordially agreed with should be any, hitch in the matter, so
what had fallen fromt the Colonial See- long as the compromise offered was fair
and reasonable.
retary.
MR. VENN said they had not only to
MR. RMNDELL regretted that any
attempt should be made to alter the terms consider the land that would be required
recommended by the select committee, in athe Albany end, but also-in the event
this respect. From the very first it had of the contractor being allowed to comnbeen decided that the compensatio mence at York, instead of fleverley-the
money should be paid by the contractor, land that would be taken up in passing
which, it appeared to him, was only fair! through the townsite of York; so that
and reasonable. He begged to move, as this question of compensation was not
,an amendment, "That, in respect of para- Ia small matter at all. He intended to
"graph 4 of Mr. Horderuts letter, the re- Isupport the views of the Colonial See"commendation of the select committee, Iretary on this point.
"already adopted by this House, be ad- IMR. LOTON said he also intended to
'hered to."
, support the amendment. He certainly
MR. SHEENTON said he was willing Ithought the contractor ought to pay the
to do all in his power, within reason, to' compensation; for, in the first place, the
come to terms with the contractor, but land for which he paid compensation
he dlid think that as regards this comn- would become his own property, and, in
promise the contractor was asking rather the next place, the land for which he
too much. The Government were pre- would have to pay compensation would
pared to give him the benefit of the be chiefly land required for stations and
powers vested in the Crown ais regards workshops, which would be of great
the resumption of any land which the value to him, and therefore should be
contractor might require for the railway ; paid for by the contractor himself.
THE HoN. J. G.LEE STEERE suggestand he thought, considering the large
concessions already made to the Syndi- ed that the contractor should be asked
c-ate, they ought to be satisfied, and he to take land, at the rate of 10s. an acre,
intended to oppose ibis further conces- to recoup himself for the compensation
money he might be called upon to pay.
Sion.
MR. BROWN thought this question, If this Were done, there would be no
had been left an open question by the ground whatever for sa*ving that they
House, although not by the select comn- were departin~g from the principle laid
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down, that this work should be coil. 'the areas on either Bide of any particustructed upon the land grant system, and "lay section :"
paid for in land. The colony would not
MR. BROWN moved, "That in referfeel it very mnuch then, and, at the same "once to Mr. Ilordern's objections emtime, would be giving the contractor 'bodied in paragraph 6 of his letter, the
what he wanted-as much land as lhe, "Committee is of opinion that the points
could get.
"4may be conceded, provided that half
Mnt. BURT thought the contractor'" the frontage to the Railway in every
should be called upon to pay the corn- "section shall be reserved to the Glovpensation claims, and, no doubt, if Mr. "erment, and that no frontage so left
Hordern's supporters in England only "to the Government shall be less than
knew what a very small sum they would "five miles wide in the direction of the
be called upon to pay, they would not "meridian by 15 miles in depth." Ile
insist upon the compromise now asked would not press the motion now, but it
for. No doubt, judging from the value would be as well to have it on the
of land in England, they thought it would minutes.
take perhaps a million of money. He
Mu. MARMION said it was a material
would suggest that they should fix the point no doubt, but lie was at present
limit of the total amount of compensation inclined to give way on it.
which the contractor should be called
MR. LOTON amid he intended to
upon to pay, restricting his liability to a. oppose it. He thought it was about time
certain sum ; or accept the suggestion 1they began to consider how much further
thrown out by the hon. member for the; they were going to concede this, that, and
Swan, that he should take it out in land. the other, to the contractor. He thought
The amendment proposed by Mr. they had conceded quite enough already,
RANDELL was then put and passed, and but they were now asked to concede a
the proposed compromise rejected.
great deal more,-and more than the
Paragraph 6: "I regret that I am contractor himself asked for in his
"unable to agree to the amendments amended proposals. He considered it
"proposed to clause 47. This clause is was about time they should now look to
"virtually the same as that of the Crown protect themselves, and not let the
"Agents, and if the latter is considered syndicate select all the best abreas, atnd
"preferable, I have no objection to its then perhaps leave the colony to finish
"being substituted :"
Ithe line itself, and work it. He intended
Tus Ro,-. J. G1. Lun, STIEBRE said he to adhere firmly to the recommendation
did not see how they were to discuss this of the select committee on this point.
paragraph, unless they had the contractor Those who knew anything about the
present, to explain his views,
quality of the land to be selected knew
MRs.MARMION said bon. members very well that, when they allowed the
were aware that the select committee had contractor to select his 12,000-acre blocks
recommended that the land taken by the where he liked, he could do so in such a
contractor in payment for the construe- way that the remaining portions would
tion of the line should be taken, east or not be of much value to the Government
west, opposite each section, but that or to anybody else, and would virtually
afterwards the contractor asked the right belong to the contractor.
of free selection. Clause 47 related to
Progress was then reported, and leave
the land to he given to the contractor in given to sit again on Friday, 29th Aurespect of the imirants he introduced, gust.
and what ho wantedf was that these immigrants should, like himself, have the
The House adjourned at half-past four
o'clock, p.in.
right of free selection.
The paragraph was then passed over,
but reverted to uext day (Vide p. 296).
Paragraph 6: "1As to Olause 50, I am
"wholly unable agree to the amendment
"to sub-clause (a), and to the other
"amendments pro'posed wvith the view of
"limiting selectiun by the contractor to,

